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TO THE HONORABLE SNATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

I am today repeating ray request to you that we act
expeditiously to prepare Massachusetts to deal with the energy
crisis. Since I called you back into special session in
December, confusing and frustrating developments have
occurred, eroding the credibility of the Federal Energy Office
and inspiring a barrage of questions as to what is really
going on. I can well understand the growing public resentment
and confusion. They deserve information and protection in
this time of energy chaos. They deserve to know that we at
the state level are doing all we can to provide leadership
and direction in coping with existing and potential fuel
shortages—that we are not defaulting to the federal government
in coming to grips with a situation that affects each and
every citizen of Massachusetts.

Unless we act now to legislate a coordinated state
energy policy, we are destined to remain pawns of the federal
government and thu major oil companies. T ask you today,
as I have asked you before, to provide this state with the
legislation we need to deal with the ambiguities, inequities,
and real and potential threats of the energy crisis. We have
already lost valuable time.

During the special session, you agreed to study my

proposals for emergency powers, fair credit rules, assistance
to low-income people, and mass transportation of employees.
I am pleased that your committees are considering these
proposals, and I repeat my offer to lend my assistance in
determining how best to implement or amend these proposals.

Also during the special session, however, you rejected
other proposals designed to achieve a coordinated state energy
po]ncy. I believed that these proposals were desirable and
necessary then, and I remain firm in that belief now.
Therefore, today I am resubmitting for your careful consideration
the proposals which you rejected. I welcome your renewed
debate, and I welcome the opportunity to work with you in
pounding out a compromise on these bills which will be
satisfactory to ail of us and the people we represent.
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A key bill I am resubmitting is Appendix A, which is
attached and made a pait hereof, entitled "AN ACT TO CREATE
AN EMERGENCY OFFICE FOR ENERGY IN THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR.
Part of the reason for the national energy crisis is that
until now there has been approximately eighty-four different
offices within the federal government concerned with energy
policy—not one of which was in charge of obtaining and
dealing with the total energy picture. Our state situation
has been similar, and with the special energy needs and
problems of Massachusetts, we must ensure that the right hand
knows what the left hand is doing and that both hands are
doing the job well. Without a properly staffed, properly
administered, properly funded Office for Energy, we can't
begin to cope with the current energy crisis. Without this
office, we are doomed to piecemeal, frantic, and potentially
disastrous floundering to get a hold on this complex.

c

unpredictable challenge with which we are faced.

Appendix B, which is attached and made a part hereof.
entitled "SCHEDULE OF BUDGETARY RECOMMENDATIONS" contains two
budget items. One is to fund the Emergency Energy Office,

which we must provide the most adequate and best resource
we can afford. To fail to pass this budget request might
well be the falsest economy we’ll have ever made —the potenti
returns on our money for this item are among the greatest and

any investment we make this year. The secondmost visit

em is $1 million for payment of the state's fuel bills
which otherwise could not be paid until July. This dela;
is inappropriate in the present circumstances.

Ie third and fourth proposals I am resubmitting as
Appendices C and D, which are attached and made a part hereof
are entitled "AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR SALES TAX REIMBURSEMENT

TH RESPECT TO REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE PURPOSE
ING CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY" and "AN ACT TO PROVIDE FCar

4E TAX EXEMPTION WITH RESPECT TO REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENT:
•N OF ENERGY." Less di'HE PURPOSE OF REDUCING CON t
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In closing, I reiterate my belief that our coopera
in devising a sound energy policy for the Commonwealth is
the most timely task we face. The energy bills which are
before your committees and those which I am resubmitting
today were printed for the special session and are therefo
available for your immediate attention. I urge you to ful
consider the possible effects of not placing our first and
top priority on this area of concern where inaction can
undercut everything else we do this year. Let's deal with
this threat now—let's devise the structure, provide the
incentives, delegate the authority, fund our proposals, an<
head off our problems by acting without further delay to
control the energy crisis.

n
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Respectfully submitted.

•nwealth of Massachusetts
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

An Act to create an emergency office for energy in the
] OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR.

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is to unify the sovereign powers of the
3 Commonwealth for the purpose of meeting the public need and
4 requirements, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency
5 law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
6 health, safety and convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. It is hereby declared that there exists in the
2 commonwealth an energy crisis in that there is a shortage of
3 energy, particularly due to a shortage of petroleum products,
4 which threatens the well-being of the people of the common-
-5 wealth, including their health, safety and welfare. It is the
6 purpose of this act to aid the unification of the sovereign powers
7 of the commonwealth in order to avert and minimize the loss,
8 hardship, unemployment, injuries and damage resulting from the
9 energy crisis.

1 SECTION 2. There shall be within the office of the governor
-v 2 an emergency office for energy, in this act called the office,

v" 3 consisting of the secretary of consumer affairs, who shall be the
4 chairman of the office, and the secretaries of administration,
5 environmental affairs, educational affairs, manpower affairs,
6 public safety and transportation and construction. The office
7 shall make policy and program recommendations to the governor
8 relating to the exercise of his powers and duties provided by law

APPENDIX A
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9 to meet the energy crisis and shall be the central agency of the
10 commonwealth for the coordination and implementation of
11 policies and programs intended to meet that crisis. Specifically,
12 but without limiting the generality of the immediately preceding
13 sentence, the governor may delegate to the office the functions
14 of coordination and implementation related to his exercise of
15 any power or discharge of any duty pursuant to chapter six
16 hundred thirty-nine of the acts of nineteen hundred and fifty, as
17 it may be amended from time to time, and the office shall
18 perform any such delegated function.

1 SECTION 3. There shall be a director of the office, in this
2 act called the director, appointed by the governor and serving at
3 his pleasure. The director shall be the executive and administra-
-4 tive head of the office and shall devote his full time during
5 business hours to the duties of his position. The position of
6 director shall not be subject to chapter thirty-one or section nine
7 A of chapter thirty of the General Laws.

1 SECTION 4. There shall be within the office, under the
2 direction, control and supervision of the director, a division of
3 planning, a division of energy conservation, a division of energy
4 allocation and a legal division. The division of planning shall
5 perform the data collection, research and policy and program
6 planning functions of the office. The division of energy conserva-
7 tion shall coordinate and implement policies and programs
8 related to energy conservation. The division of energy allocation
9 shall coordinate and implement policies and programs related to

10 energy allocation. The legal division shall advise the office
iduct investigations of compliance with the orders, rules or

the governor or the office, and refer cases of
the attorney gener
if planning, ener|

Ie headed by
jded by a chief counsel. Each assistant

rnsel shall be appointe
positions of assistant

t to cl thirty-one or section
:1V
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1 SECTION 5. The governor may, without regard to chapter
2 thirty-one or section nine A of chapter thirty of the General
3 Laws, appoint such experts, attorneys and other personnel in the
4 office or engage such technical consultants for the office as he
5 shall deem necessary to the functioning of the office. If an
6 employee serving in a position which is classified under said
7 chapter thirty-one or in which he has tenure by reason of said
8 section nine A shall be appointed to a position within the office,
9 he shall upon termination of his service in the office be restored

10 to the position which he held immediately prior to sucl
11 appointment; provided, however, that if his service in the off
12 shall have been terminated for cause, his right to be so restored
13 shall be determined by the civil service commission in accordan
14 with standards applied by said commission in administering sak
15 chapter thirty-one. Such restoration shall be made without
16 impairment of his civil service status or tenure under said section
17 nine A and without loss of seniority, retirement, or other right
18 to which uninterrupted service in such prior position would hav
19 entitled him. During the period of such appointment, eac
20 person so appointed from a position in the classified civil service
21 shall be eligible to take any competitive examination to which h
22 otherwise would have been eligible
23 The governor also may order the transfer of the services of an
24 officer or employee of the commonwealth possessing knowledge
25 skill or experience necessary to the functioning of the offic
26 from the agency in which he is then serving to the office
27 provided, however, that any such officer or employee whose
28 services are so transferred shall for all purposes be deemed to b
29 continuing as an officer or employee of such agency while serving
30 in the office.

1 SECTION 6. When reasonably necessary to achieve the
2 purposes of this act the office may compel the attendance of
3 witnesses and the production of documents and may examine the
4 books and papers of individuals, firms, associations and corpora-
5 tions involved directly or indirectly in the production, distribu
6 tion, sale, use or consumption of commodities or services relatec
7 to the energy crisis. The office also may compel the cooperatio
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8 of any officer or agency of the commonwealth or any political
9 subdivision thereof having information related to the purposes of

10 this act.

SECTION 7. The office may, subject to the provisions of
hapter thirty A of the General Laws, adopt rules and regulations

3 or orders to exercise any power or discharge any duty assigned to
4 it by law or any function delegated to it by the governor.
5 Whoever violates any provision of any such rule, regulation or
6 order, for the violation of which no other penalty is provided by
7 law, shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than one
8 year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or both;
9 provided, however, that a separate and distinct offense shall be

10 deemed to have been committed on every day during which any
11 such violation continues to exist. In addition, the supreme
12 judicial and superior courts shall have jurisdiction to grant
13 injunctive relief in appropriate proceedings to prevent any such
14 violation.
15 The office may, by such rule or regulation, delegate to any
16 other agency of the commonwealth or to any political subdivi-
-17 sion thereof the implementation of any power or duty assigned
18 to it by law or any function delegated to it by the governor and
19 may revoke or modify any such delegation.

1 SECTION 8. This act, being necessary for the well-being of
2 the people of the commonwealth, including their health, safety
3 and welfare, shall be liberally construed to effect its purposes.

SECTION 9. The provisions of this act are severable; and if
2 any shall be held to be unconstitutional by any court of
3 competent jurisdiction, the decision of such court shall not affect
4 or impair any of the remaining provisions.

1 SECTION 10. This act shall expire one hundred and twenty
2 days from the date on which it takes effect.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four.

Schedule of Recommendations

0411-500 Emergency Office for Energy $ 119,377
1599-0021 Motor Fuel, Energy Deficiencies $ 1,150,000

$ 1,269,377Total

GOVERNOR’S EMERGENCY ENERGY PROGRAM
Emergency Energy Office
A. Staff

Central Administration
1 Director $ 30,000
1 Chief of Administration and Management 20,000
1 Administrative Assistant 9,500
1 Secretary 8,000

$ 67,500

Division of Planning
1 Assistant Director-Planning
1 Senior Planner

$ 20,000
15,000

1 Secretary 8,000

$ 43,000

Division of Energy Conservation
1 Assistant Director - Conservation
1 Coordinator of Volunteer Service Corps
2 Staff Assistants
1 Secretary

$ 20,000
16,000
19,0004

8,000

$ 63,000

Division of Energy Allocation
1 Assistant Director - Allocation
2 Community Liaison Workers

$ 20,000
24,000

1 Secretary 8,000

$ 52,000

APPENDIX B
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Le ;gal Division
$ 20,0001 Chief Counsel

1 Attorney 16,000
16,0002 Secretaries

$ 52,000

$277,500
$ 69,377

rtal Staff; 20 positions
1 20 Day Cost

T

$ 50,000Non personnel costs for 120 days
$119,377:al:Tot
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

An Act to provide for sales tax reimbursement with

SPECT TO REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
REDUCING CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY.

*

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is in part to avert and minimize the
3 effects of the energy crisis, therefore it is hereby declared to be
4 an emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation of
5 the public health, safety and convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 64H of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 6 the following section: -

3 Section 6A. Any sales or use tax paid under the provisions of
4 this chapter or under chapter 64 I upon any tangible personal
5 property used directly in the repair or improvement of the
6 principal residence of an individual if such repair or improvement
7 is primarily for the purpose of reducing consumption of energy
8 in such residence shall be reimbursed to such individual.
9 Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, application

10 for such reimbursement shall be made on the income tax return
11 of the individual filed for t r m w
12 taxes are paid and may be applied as a payment of saidi

*‘l3 individual’s income tax liability. T 1
14 such information as he deems i
15 individual’s eligibility for such reimbursement
16 bursement shall
17 joint return is file

1 SECTION 2. This ac
2 personal property made
3 hundred and seventy-four

APPENDIX C
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

An Act to provide for income tax exemption with respect to

jfr repairs and improvements for the purpose of reducing

CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is in part to avert and minimize the
3 effects of the energy crisis, therefore it is hereby declared to be
4 an emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation of
5 the public health, safety and convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Paragraph (b) of Part Bof section 3of chapter
2 62 of the General Laws, as appearing in section 2 of chapter 723
3 of the acts of 1973, is hereby amended by adding at the end
4 thereof the following clause:
5 (7) An amount equal to the expenditures, exclusive of sales or
6 use taxes otherwise reimbursed, paid within the taxable year for
7 the repair or improvement of the principal residence of the
8 taxpayer where such repair or improvement is determined, under
9 regulations of the commissioner, to be made primarily for the

10 purpose of reducing consumption of energy in such residence.

_ 1 SECTION 2. This act shall apply to taxable years com-
■ 2 mencing after December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and

3 seventy-three.
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